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a b s t r a c t

Most existing damage characterization exercises require explicitly defined material
properties, geometric parameters and boundary conditions of the object to be evaluated.
However, satisfying such a rudimental prerequisite can be a challenging task in reality.
It may be somewhat difficult or even impossible to exactly acquire these parameters
beforehand in some occasions, especially when the object comprises various structural
components of distinct material/geometric properties and different boundary conditions.
A damage characterization strategy, residing on a multi-scale pseudo-force damage
model, was developed with an aim of achieving robust damage evaluation by tolerating
ignorance of the knowledge on partial material/structural properties and boundary
conditions of the object a priori. Proof-of-concept validation was carried out numerically
and experimentally by characterizing a fine crack in an Euler–Bernoulli beam, a structural
component included in a system with irregular boundaries, without knowing its material
and structural parameters beforehand. Exact characterization results demonstrated the
effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed approach.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Damage characterization has been practiced over the years, leading to a large variety of well-defined nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) techniques, as typified by radioscopy, ultrasonic inspection, shearography, magnetic resonance imagery,
laser interferometry, acoustic emission, thermography, eddy-current, etc. [1–3]. These mature techniques can be very
effective in locally evaluating damage of a small structural fragment in an offline manner. Targeted at a continuous and
automated evaluation, at an overall system level, so as to be conducive to online damage characterization, structural health
monitoring (SHM) technique has been entailed, enjoying burgeoning development in the past two decades. Intensive efforts
in this field have put such a technique on the verge of practical engineering applications [4–10].

Most SHM techniques were developed based on quantifying the singularities in either global vibration responses [9,11–14] or
local elastic waves [1,15–27], when compared with benchmark signals. The former holds the premise that the occurrence of
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damage induces changes in physical properties of the structure under inspection (e.g., local stiffness, density, mass, thermal
properties, and electromechanical impedance), and these changes are in turn manifested in global dynamic responses captured
from the structure; while the latter explores differences in acquired wave scattering phenomena (e.g., wave reflection,
transmission, refraction and diffraction), mode conversion and energy absorption, upon interaction of the incident waves with
damage. Both detection philosophies require benchmark counterparts or pre-developed global models, from which baseline
signals can be obtained for comparison. They rely on well-controlled excitation sources for generating structural vibration or
activating elastic waves. Most rudimentarily, the majority of the approaches in the above two categories require prior knowledge
on the basic material properties (e.g., elastic modulus, density and Poisson's ratio), geometric features (e.g., dimension of cross-
section) and deterministic boundary conditions of the object under inspection, so as to accurately calibrate some prerequisite
parameters for implementation (e.g., wave propagation velocity, and damping ratio).

However it is envisaged that acquiring all these prerequisites beforehand can be a highly tanglesome or even impossible
task in engineering practice. For instance, it is somewhat difficult to obtain the accurate modulus of elasticity for an in-
service metallic structure in a harsh working environment when it bears corrosion. On the other hand, this can also be a
ubiquitous concern in applications where the object to be inspected comprises structural components of different types,
distinct material properties, various geometric parameters and diverse boundary conditions. Such a constraint hampers the
real-world applications of many NDE and SHM techniques. To overcome such a problem, efforts have been made, resulting
in two major groups of approaches: the one using the curvature shape [28–31] and that capitalizing on continuous wavelet
transform (CWT)-based signal processing [32–37]. The former correlates damage-induced changes in the stiffness of the
structure with the singularity detected in experimentally captured structural deflection. Quantifying such a singularity can
lead to the detection of the damage in a spatial domain. Approaches in the latter group calculate CWT coefficients of
experimentally captured transverse deflection, which can become abnormal in the space-scale domain if damage occurs. For
both groups, information on the material properties or geometric parameters is not required a priori. However, most of these
methods rely substantially on signal processing techniques (whereby to detect the singularity in a signal), without a solid
cornerstone of mechanics to link the essential features of damage to the changes in signals, therefore defining damage
without explicit physical implications.

In the present work, a damage characterization approach was developed, able to tolerate the absence of knowledge on
partial connatural properties of the object to be inspected, so as to enhance the robustness and practicability of damage
characterization in engineering practice. The approach was formulated based on a multi-scale pseudo-force damage model
developed by the authors in their previous work [38]. This damage model, canvassing damage-caused local perturbation to
higher-order dynamic equilibrium characteristics, is able to depict fine damage in a structural component, while tactically
avoiding the reliance on benchmark structures, baseline signals, global model, modal information, boundary conditions and
rigorous excitation sources. However, material and geometric parameters of the component under inspection are of
necessity for developing the model. Residing on such a damage model, this paper proposed a new approach to further
eliminate the requirement of prior knowledge on material and geometric parameters.

Without loss of generality, an Euler–Bernoulli beam component (EBC) was selected for illustration purpose. The outline
of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefs the essence of the multi-scale pseudo-force damage model, based on which the
proposed methodology was developed. Principle of the approach is elaborated in Section 3. As proof-of-concept validation,
the approach was verified by characterizing a fine crack in an EBC numerically and experimentally, reported in Sections 4
and 5, respectively.

2. Multi-scale pseudo-force damage model

In authors’ previous work [38], a Multi-scale Pseudo-force Damage Model (MPDM) in the wavelet domain was developed.
By analytically calibrating the damage-caused local perturbation to dynamic equilibrium characteristics of a structural
component, the model claims explicit physical and mechanics foundations. Different from a signal processing technique,
it renders a practical solution to multi-scale modeling and identification of damage.

2.1. Model development

To illustrate the approach, consider an irregular structure with complex boundaries as shown in Fig. 1(a), which contains
multiple cracks scattered in a multitude of EBCs. Let us focus on a typical EBC of l in its length, bearing a fine double-edged
crack located at ξ, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Here, ‘fine’ means the width of the crack is ignorable along the beam span. In the
coordinate system shown in Fig. 1(b), this cracked EBC can be defined as [38]

E0I0
d4WðxÞ
dx4

−ρ0A0ω
2WðxÞ ¼ r1E0I0

d4WðxÞ
dx4

−r2ρ0A0ω
2WðxÞ

" #
δðx−ξÞ; (1)

whereW(x) denotes the transverse displacement of the EBC vibrating at a frequency of ω; E0, I0, A0 and ρ0 are the modulus of
elasticity, cross-sectional moment of inertia with regard to y-axis, area of the cross-section and material density (subscript ‘0’
standing for a pristine status of the EBC without any damage). r1¼1−(1−2e/h)3 and r2¼2e/h, which define the crack-caused
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reductions in the flexural stiffness and mass of the EBC, respectively (h is the height of the intact EBC and e is the depth of the
crack at each side, see Fig. 1(b)). Note that r1 and r2 are not necessarily to be the same, and this allows certain flexibility in
describing different damage scenarios (symmetrically double-edged, non-symmetrically double-edged or single-edged
cracks). In particular, when either of r1 or r2 reduces to zero, the double-edged crack retreats to a single-edged crack.
δ(x) is the Dirac function satisfying f(x)δ(x−ξ)¼ f(ξ)δ(x−ξ) with f(x) being an arbitrary function. With this property,
Eq. (1) becomes

E0I0
d4WðxÞ
dx4

−ρ0A0ω
2WðxÞ ¼ r1E0I0

d4WðxÞ
dx4

���
x ¼ ξ

−r2ρ0A0ω
2WðξÞ

�
δðx−ξÞ:

�
(2)

For convenience of discussion, let

πcrack ¼ r1E0I0
d4WðxÞ
dx4

���
x ¼ ξ

δðx−ξÞ and Γcrack ¼ r2ρ0A0ω
2WðξÞδðx−ξÞ: (3)

Eq. (2) can then be re-written as

E0I0
d4WðxÞ
dx4

−ρ0A0ω
2WðxÞ ¼ πcrackðxÞ−ΓcrackðxÞ ¼ℜcrackðxÞ (4)

The right-hand-side term of Eq. (4) alludes to that the transverse vibration of an EBC containing a crack is equivalent to
that of its intact counterpart subjected to a virtual force at the damage location ξ. This virtual force, denoted by ℜcrackðxÞ, is
called pseudo-force (PF) hereinafter, which comprises two crack-induced components: a pseudo elastic force (PEF)
(viz., πcrack(x) in Eq. (4)) and a pseudo inertia force (PIF) (Γcrack(x) in Eq. (4)). Further letting Κ¼r1E0I0(d4W(x)/
dx4)|x¼ξ−r2ρ0A0ω

2W(ξ) yields a compact form of Eq. (2)

E0I0
d4WðxÞ
dx4

−ρ0A0ω
2WðxÞ ¼ℜcrackðxÞ ¼Κδðx−ξÞ; (5)

where K is associated with the severity of the crack. It is the concept of ‘pseudo-force’ that names the model ‘Pseudo-force
Damage Model’.

Based on Eq. (5), a damage characterization strategy was proposed: once W(x) and the associated ω are obtained
experimentally, and substituted to the left-hand side of Eq. (5), a residual (i.e., the pseudo-force ℜcrackðxÞ) emerges, which is
expected to be prominent at the location of the crack (ξ). That is equivalent to a local perturbation (a pseudo-force exerted
by the damage) to the dynamic equilibrium of the intact EBC. Such a residual manifests itself as a drastic change in the
pattern of δ(x).

This model has been experimentally demonstrated [38] to outperform traditional vibration-based damage detection
methods in several aspects including

Fig. 1. (a) An irregular structure with complex boundaries containing multiple cracks scattered in a multitude of EBCs; (b) zoomed-in view of an EBC in the
structure bearing a crack ((M(0,t) and M(l,t): bending moments at x¼0 and x¼ l at moment t, respectively; Q(0,t) and (l,t): shear forces at x¼0 and x¼ l at
moment t, respectively).
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(1) higher sensitivity to damage of tiny dimension, owing to the involvement of the fourth-order derivatives of equation of
motion (d4W(x)/dx4);

(2) a point-by-point inspection manner at a local level, thus independent of any global model for the whole system;
(3) by the same token, no need for pre-knowledge on boundary conditions and modal information (complexity of the

system would not limit the applicability of the approach);
(4) benefiting from its nature of local canvass and thus the independence of the rest of the inspection region, a capacity of

characterizing multiple cracks (as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) where multiple EBCs are existent);
(5) no need for baseline signals, therefore immune from interference of fluctuating environmental factors such as

temperature variation; and
(6) no specific requirement on excitation sources, as long as the component undergoes steady vibration (e.g., under the

normal operation of the system).

2.2. Model enhancement

However, the above model may not be sufficiently robust under noisy measurement conditions as a consequence of the
high-order derivatives (mathematic processing of the differentiation (d4W(x)/dx4) may amplify noise components involved
in W(x) to a considerable level [31]). To enhance the robustness of the model towards practical implementation, the model
defined by Eq. (5) was re-defined by converting it from a one-dimensional spatial space to a two-dimensional wavelet
domain (s−u domain, where s and u are the scale (or dilation) and space (or translation) parameters, respectively) using a
Gaussian wavelet transform [31,33,39,40]. This conversion is warranted by the properties of Gaussian wavelet transform,
and the attribute of differentiation of convolution [41] described as

d
du

ðWngpÞ ðuÞ ¼ dW
dx

ngpðuÞ ¼Wn
dgp

dx
ðuÞ (6)

where the asterisk denotes convolution; W is the abbreviated form for W(x); and gp for gpðxÞ, which is the conjugate of the
pth-order Gaussian wavelet gp(x) (gp for abbreviation); u is a variable generated upon convolution between W and gp,
allowing

R
WðxÞgpðu−xÞdx¼WngpðuÞ. With Eq. (6), the qth-order derivative of W can be obtained in terms of gp, as

dqW
dxq

ngps ðuÞ ¼Wn
dqgps
dxq

ðuÞ ¼ Cpð−1Þpsp
Cpþqð−1Þpþqspþq

Wngpþq
s ðuÞ; (7a)

where gps ðxÞ is the conjugate of gps ðxÞ (the sub-wavelet of gp at scale s), with the following property:

gps ðxÞ ¼ gps ð−xÞ ¼ Cpð−1Þpsp
dg0s ð−xÞ
dxp

; (7b)

where g0(x) is the classical Gaussian function (g0 for abbreviation), g0s ðxÞ is its sub-wavelet at scale s (g0s for abbreviation),
and Cp is a constant such that gp satisfies the condition

Rþ∞
−∞ ðgpÞ2dx¼ 1. Eq. (7a) provides a Gaussian wavelet-based

differential transform towards higher-order derivatives of W (i.e., d4W(x)/dx4) in the model, by tactically differentiating gp

instead of W itself. Therefore, the amplification of measurement noise contained in W during differentiation can be
circumvented. With the first-order Gaussian wavelet (g1), the model in Eq. (5) can now be re-defined as

E0I0
d4W
dx4

ng1s ðuÞ−ρ0A0ω
2Wng1s ðuÞ ¼ Kg1s nδξðuÞ (8)

in which g1s nδξðuÞ is the convolution between g1s ðxÞ and δ(x−ξ), because δ(x−ξ)¼δξ(x), a property of the Dirac function.
Further, noticing that

g1s nδξðuÞ ¼ −g1s nδξðuÞ ðf rom the property of Gaussian wavelet g1s ðxÞ ¼ g1s ð−xÞ ¼ −g1s ðxÞÞ (9a)

and

fnδξðuÞ ¼ f ðu−ξÞ ðf rom the property of Dirac convolution between δξðxÞ and any f unction f ðxÞÞ (9b)

one can obtain (for the right-hand term of Eq. (8))

g1s nδξðuÞ ¼−g1s nδξðuÞ ¼−g1s ðu−ξÞ: (9c)

In addition, applying the operation defined by Eq. (7a) to (d4W=dx4Þng1s ðuÞ in Eq. (8) yields

d4W
dx4

ng1s ðuÞ ¼Wn
d4g1s
dx4

ðuÞ ¼ C1ð−1Þ1s1
C5ð−1Þ5s5

Wng5s ðuÞ ¼
1

C5s4
Wng5s ðuÞ (9d)

where C1 and C5 are two constants such that g1 and g5 satisfy conditions
Rþ∞
−∞ ðg1Þ2dx¼ 1 and

Rþ∞
−∞ ðg5Þ2dx¼ 1, respectively,

leading to C1¼1 and C5 ¼ 1=ð3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
105

p
Þ.
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Substituting Eqs. (9c) and (9d) into Eq. (8) gives rise to

1
C5s4

E0I0Wng5s ðuÞ−ρ0A0ω
2Wng1s ðuÞ ¼−Kg1s ðu−ξÞ; (10a)

which can be re-arranged as

E0I0Wng5s ðuÞ−C5s4ρ0A0ω
2Wng1s ðuÞ ¼−C5s4Kg1s ðu−ξÞ: (10b)

Letting ~K ¼ C5K , Eq. (10b) becomes

E0I0Wng5s ðuÞ−C5s4ρ0A0ω
2Wng1s ðuÞ ¼− ~Ks4g1s ðu−ξÞ: (11)

Eq. (11) is the transformed form of the pseudo-force damage model over a wavelet domain. Comparing Eq. (11) with
Eq. (5), it can be seen that the PEF, PIF and PF terms in the model (described by Eq. (5)) are now deployed in a multi-scale form
(associated with scale ‘s’). It can also be noticed that the PF term in the model is modulated by −s4, presenting multi-scale
features. Addressing such a multi-scale trait, Eq. (11) is further re-written in a compact form as

ðM−PEFÞ−ðM−PIFÞ ¼ ðM−PFÞ; (12a)

where

M−PEF¼ E0I0Wng5s ðuÞ
M−PIF¼ C5s4ρ0A0ω

2Wng1s ðuÞ
M−PF¼− ~Ks4g1s ðu−ξÞ:

8>><>>: (12b)

Eq. (12) is the enhanced version of the model. It explicitly reveals that damage in an EBC induces, virtually, a multi-scale
pseudo-force (M_PF) that comprises two components: a multi-scale pseudo elastic force (M_PEF) and a multi-scale pseudo
inertia force (M_PIF), where prefix ‘M’ emphasizes the multi-scale attribute. Once a crack exists in the EBC, M_PF exhibits
prominent changes at the crack location (ξ), and such changes take the pattern of −s4-modulated g1s ðu−ξÞ centered at u¼ξ [38].
The multi-scale nature of the MPDM empowers the damage identification with improved robustness under noisy
measurement conditions.

By way of illustration, the MPDM constructed using Eq. (11) for an EBC containing a crack (crack parameters to be
detailed in Section 4) is illustrated in Fig. 2(a–c) for the terms M_PEF, M_PIF and M_PF, respectively. Spanning a wide range of
scales, the model is a multi-scale representation of the entire EBC over a space-scale domain. Furthermore, to facilitate exact
ascertainment of the damage location, a spatial energy spectrum (SES)-based analysis was introduced, which is defined, at a
given u (i.e., at a given spatial location of the EBC of l in its length), as

SESðuÞ ¼
R
Θ½M−PF�2dsR

Θ

R l
0 ½M−PF�2du ds

(13)

where Θ is the scale range of interest. SES, varying with u, reflects a discrete distribution of the normalized signal energy
over the wavelet domain along the EBC span. Benefiting from the mathematical operation of integral and squaring, changes
in M_PF are strengthened exponentially in SES, contributing to the visualization of damage location in an enhanced
representation. For illustration, the calculated SES for the above EBC is shown in Fig. 2(d), in which the location of the trough
at u¼ξ between two adjacent peaks clearly points out the damage location. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that explicitly
defined material properties and geometric parameters of the EBC are prerequisites for establishing the above MPDM.

3. Damage characterization with unknown material and structural parameters

Residing on the MPDM, a damage characterization strategy was developed, able to tolerate the absence of prior
knowledge on basic material properties, geometric features and boundary conditions of the object to be evaluated.

3.1. Principle

For illustration purpose and without loss of generality, let us use the same EBC and assume its basic material properties
(E0 and ρ0), geometric parameters (I0 and A0) in the model (Eqs. (5) or (11)) and boundary conditions are unknown a priori.
According to Eq. (11), the MPDM for the EBC is

EnInWng5s ðuÞ−C5s4ρnA
nω2Wng1s ðuÞ ¼− ~K

n

s4g1s ðu−ξÞ (14)

where the asterisk in superscript means that the labeled quantity is unknown beforehand. Note that, because of the
involvement of unknown material properties and geometric parameters, ~K

n

is not known either, reflected by its superscript.
Equation (14) can be re-arranged as

Wng5s ðuÞ−
C5s4ρnA

nω2

EnIn
Wng1s ðuÞ ¼

− ~K
n

EnIn
s4g1s ðu−ξÞ; (15)
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or further simplified by letting λ*¼(ρ*A*/E*I*) and γn ¼ ð ~K n

=EnInÞ as
Wng5s ðuÞ−λn½C5ω

2s4Wng1s ðuÞ� ¼−γns4g1s ðu−ξÞ (16)

In a concise form, the MPDM becomes

M−PEF−λnM−PIF ¼ γnM−PF; (17a)

where

M−PEF ¼Wng5s ðuÞ
M−PIF ¼ C5ω2s4Wng1s ðuÞ
M−PF ¼−s4g1s ðu−ξÞ:

8>><>>: (17b)

M−PF represents the deployment of a series of −s4-modulated Gaussian wavelet −g1 spanning a multi-scale range over the
wavelet domain and centered at u¼ξ. In Eq. (17), provided that λ*, a combined parameter packaging the material properties
and geometric parameters together, can be someway obtained, the acquisition of individual material and geometric
parameters will be avoided.

3.2. Multi-scale optimization for estimating λ*

3.2.1. Zero-integral property of M−PF
Owing to a basic property of the wavelet transform [41]Z

g1ðxÞdx¼ 0 (18a)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

x [m]

SE
S 

[x
10

-2
]

Actual crack location

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the MPDM for an EBC with a crack: (a) M_PEF; (b) M_PIF; (c) M_PF; and (d) SES diagram.
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the integral of M−PF (i.e., −s4g1s ðu−ξÞ) with regard to u, at a given scale s, isZ
½−s4g1s ðu−ξÞ�du¼−s4

Z
g1s ðu−ξÞdu¼ 0; (18b)

and further, in terms of Eq. (17b), it has Z
γnM−PF du¼ 0: (18c)

The property described by Eq. (18c) is called zero-integral property. Substituting Eq. (18c) into Eq. (17a) yieldsZ
ðM−PEF−λnM−PIFÞdu¼

Z
fWng5s ðuÞ−λn½C5ω

2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�gdu¼ 0 (19)

Benefiting from the zero-integral property, γn can be tactically eliminated in Eqs. (18) and (19), while leaving λ* as the sole
parameter to be optimized. The issue of multi-parameter optimization can therefore be degraded to a simple issue
concerning mono-parameter optimization, which could be tackled using various general optimization methods. Considering
the possible effects of ambient noise and boundary abnormalities. In this study, λ* in Eq. (19) was ascertained using a mono-
parameter optimization approach described as follows (mono-scale optimization and multi-scale optimization).

3.2.2. Mono-scale optimization
Equation (19) is strictly tenable if exact material and geometric parameters are fed (leading to an exact λ*). It is however

not the case for an estimated λ* with unknown material and geometric parameters. On that account, Eq. (19) is not expected
to be exactly zero, even without the interference from measurement noise and uncertainties. Thus, re-define Eq. (19) in a
strict form as Z

ðM−PEF−λnM−PIFÞdu¼
Z

fWng5s ðuÞ−λn½C5ω
2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�gdu¼ εs; (20)

where εs is a deviation from zero due to an inexact λ* in the equation. Eq. (20) unravels that, provided W and ω are available,
εs is only subject to λ*; and therefore a smaller value of ε2s (εs can be positive or negative, so ε2s was used to ensure a positive
value) corresponds to a more accurate λ* which is closer to its exact value.

Starting from this point, estimate of λ* becomes an optimization problem by seeking the minimum of ε2s , which can be
mathematically defined as

min
λn

ysðλnÞ ¼min
λn

fε2s g ¼min
Z

½Wng5s ðuÞ−λnC5ω
2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�du

� �2

; (21a)

with an objective function

ysðλnÞ ¼
Z

½Wng5s ðuÞ−λnC5ω
2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�du

� �2

: (21b)

Mathematically, Eq. (21) is executed at a single scale s only, accordingly called mono-scale optimization hereinafter. The
classical N-M simplex algorithm [42] can be employed to solve this optimization problem, inheriting its merits including
derivatives-free, quick convergence and easy coding.

3.2.3. Multi-scale optimization
The above mono-scale optimization is expected to be effective for an ideal scenario in which the measurement is free of

measurement noise. Nevertheless, an experimentally captured W(x) is unavoidably contaminated by measurement noise
and uncertainties. In addition, numerical abnormities incurred from convolution in the model (Wng5s ðuÞ and Wng1s ðuÞ) may
become remarkable in the adjacent regions around W(0) and W(l) (i.e., both ends of the EBC). The measurement noise,
uncertainties and numerical abnormities, varying as scale s, can jointly add errors to ε2s , making it somewhat troublesome to
select a favorable scale at which the mono-scale optimization can be efficiently implemented so as to reach an optimal λ*.

Practically, it may be a challenge to determine a particular scale at which the mono-scale optimization is applied. Thus a
mono-scale optimization is executed at multiple scales. A series of mono-scale optimization, defined by Eq. (20) at individual
scales, is performed independently at every single scale within a scale range of interest, leading to a sequence of ε2s . Amongst all ε2s ,
those with lower magnitudes and more stable variation imply that, at those scales, the damage-associated signal features play a
dominant role, overwhelming random measurement noise/uncertainties and numerical abnormities from convolution. Therefore
these ε2s contribute to an optimal λ* closer to its exact value. For convenience of discussion, the scalar fragment containing such ε2s
of lower magnitudes and more stable variation is referred to as effective scale interval, represented by [sp,sq]. Combining all the
mono-scale optimization at every single scale over [sp,sq] forms a multi-scale optimization of λ*, defined as

min
λn

y½sp ;sq�ðλnÞ ¼min
λn

Z sq

sp

Z
½Wng5s ðuÞ−λnC5ω

2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�du
� �2

ds; (22a)
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with an objective function of

y½sp ;sq�ðλnÞ ¼
Z sq

sp

Z
½Wng5s ðuÞ−λnC5ω

2s4Wng1s ðuÞ�du
� �2

ds (22b)

where s∈[sp,sq]. Eq. (22) is an expansion of Eq. (20) from a mono-scale to a multi-scale, reflecting more dynamics features of the
EBC under practical measurement condition with noise interference and uncertainties. Essentially, the multi-scale optimization is
a series of statistically consolidated mono-scale optimization, whereby λ* can be ascertained more accurately in noisy
measurement conditions.

By way of illustration, Fig. 3 exemplarily presents a series of ε2s in an interested range of scale, including an effective scale
interval [sp, sq], within which ε2s are small compared with those falling out [sp, sq]. Those ε2s at scales greater than sq (viz.,
lower frequencies) with much higher amplitude can be attributed to the abnormities from numerical convolution; while ε2s
at scales less than sp (viz., higher frequencies) are due to random measurement noise.

3.3. Damage identification using multi-scale optimization

Capitalizing on the above multi-scale optimization, a damage identification strategy, tolerating the absence of knowledge
on material properties, geometric features and boundary conditions, was developed.

Re-define the MPDM described by Eq. (16) as

Wng5s ðuÞ− bλn ½C5ω
2s4Wng1s ðuÞ� ¼ d−γns4g1s ðu−ξÞ (23a)

or in a concise form as

ðM−PEF− bλnM−PIFÞ ¼ dγnM−PF (23b)

where bλn denotes an optimal λ* estimated using Eq. (22). Substituting bλn into the left-hand-side term of Eq. (23b) yieldsdγnM−PF at the current bλn . Further, the damage in the EBC causes drastic change in dγnM−PF at the location where the damage
exists (ξ). In virtue of SES defined by Eq. (13), SES of dγnM−PF over [sp,sq], is specified by

SESðuÞ ¼
R sq
sp

dγnM−PF
� 	2

dsR sq
sp

R l
0

dγnM−PF
� 	2

du ds
(24)

SES of dγnM−PF in Eq. (24) (note: neither material nor geometric parameters are requested) has the same physical
significance for characterizing a crack as the SES of M_PF in Eq. (13). But the latter demands explicitly defined material and
geometric parameters beforehand.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of selecting effective scale interval [sp, sq].
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4. Proof-of-concept validation using numerical simulation

Feasibility of the proposed damage identification strategy was first examined using finite element (FE) simulations.

4.1. Modeling

Consider an EBC (l¼0.63 m) as shown in Fig. 4, the shadowed part of a simply-supported steel system (E0¼206 GPa;
ρ0¼7800 kg/m3; L¼1 m). The system had unknown boundary conditions, represented by two rotational springs, R1 and R2,
and two tensional springs, T1 and T2, at each end. The EBC was assumed to contain a double-edged crack at ξ¼0.3 m.
A dimensionless parameter β¼2e/h was introduced to define the crack severity, where 2e is the total reduction in the depth
committed by the crack (e for each side). The entire system was subject to a transverse mono-frequency excitation, F0δ(x+d)
eiωt, 0.08 m from the origin (d¼−0.08 m, F0¼1000 kN). Different frequencies (ω), as listed in Table 1, were comparatively
selected for excitation.

The entire system was simulated using ca. 1450 Euler–Bernoulli beam elements, with the crack modeled using a specific
crack element featuring a reduced size in its depth. The use of Euler–Bernoulli beam elements was aimed at matching the
previous analytical modeling in which the one-dimensional beam equilibrium equation for Euler–Bernoulli beam was used.
The modal superposition method [7] was employed to solve the system equation. Letting Wi

n
ðωiÞ be the ith-order mode

shape vector of the structure, and ωi the corresponding modal frequencies, the transverse displacement of the structure at
an arbitrary frequency ω, Wn(ω), can be expressed as [7]

WnðωÞ ¼∑
i

Wi
n
ðωiÞ½Wi

n
ðωiÞF�

ω2
i −ω2

; (25)

where F is the magnitude vector of excitation force applied to the structure (non-zero at and only at x¼−d). With the
calculated Wn(ω), the transverse displacement vector of the EBC, W(ω), was obtained, which corresponded to W(x)
requested in the MPDM.

The aforementioned multi-scale optimization provides certain flexibility in selecting the excitation frequency within a wide
range. In this study, three levels of crack severity (severity I, II, and III, via changing e in β¼2e/h) at three excitation frequencies
(ωI, ωII and ωIII) (see Table 1) are examined, respectively. ωI, ωII and ωIII are arbitrarily chosen between two neighboring
resonance frequencies of the system (for reference, the calculated neighboring resonance frequencies of the system for ωI, ωII

and ωIII, respectively, are also given in Table 1). Up to eight signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were considered (SNR¼∞, 120, 100,
90, 80, 70, 60 and 50 dB). Combination of the above three damage severities and eight SNRs led to 24 damage scenarios.W(ω)
for each scenario was obtained, as shown in Fig. 5 for three examples (three damage severities in the absence of measurement
noise (when SNR¼∞)), from which no any information associated with the damage can be captured.

4.2. Validation

In what follows, material properties, geometric parameters and boundary conditions were assumed to be unknown
a priori.

Fig. 4. An EBC bearing a double-edged crack, as a part of a structural system with indeterminate boundary conditions.

Table 1
Damage cases used in simulation (ξ¼0.3 m).

Damage
severity

Crack depth
ratio (β)

Excitation frequency
(ω [Hz])

Modal frequency immediately
before ω (ωi [Hz])

Modal frequency immediately
after ω (ωj [Hz])

I 0.1 ωI¼1453 ω4¼1134 ω5¼1787
II 0.2 ωII¼2105 ω5¼1786 ω6¼2596
III 0.3 ωIII¼5080 ω8¼4682 ω9¼5950
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Randomly, damage severity I when SNR¼120 dB was first selected for validation. The effective scale interval for this case
was determined to be [s7, s30] (sp¼7 and sq¼30), as shown in Fig. 3, according to the criteria afore-addressed in Section 3.2.3.

Applying Eq. (22) and using the N-M simplex algorithm, Fig. 6(a) and (b) display, respectively, the progressive
convergence of the optimization for estimating λ* and y½sp ;sq �ðλnÞ, to observe that λ* converged and stabilized after ca.
10 iterations, at which bλn ¼ 5:0617� 10−4.

The obtained bλn was then substituted into the MPDM defined by Eq. (23), to quantify the crack. Three terms of the MPDM
(i.e., M−PEF, bλnM−PIF and dγnM−PF) are shown in Fig. 7(a–c), respectively. In Fig. 7(c), dγnM−PF clearly highlights the damage
features in conformity to the pattern of −s4-modulated g1s ðu−ξÞ. To better visualize the damage location, the corresponding
SES diagram is presented in Fig. 7(d), in which the trough between a pair of prominent peaks indicates the estimated
location of the damage, well matching the reality (ξ¼0.3 m).

It is interesting to compare the results shown in Fig. 2 with Fig. 7. The former arose from a forward analysis with known
material properties, geometric parameters and boundary conditions of the EBC; while the latter from a backward analysis
with W(ω) being the only prerequisite. The quantitative agreement between the two sets of results demonstrated that the
proposed damage characterization strategy is able to quantify damage with satisfactory accuracy and precision, even
without prior knowledge on these basic parameters.
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Fig. 6. Progressive convergence of optimization for (a) λ* and (b) y½sp ;sq �ðλnÞ.
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4.3. Parametric studies and discussion

4.3.1. Robustness to measurement noise
Robustness of the proposed characterization strategy under noisy measurement conditions was examined using the

24 damage scenarios, with different levels of SNR added to the calculated W(ω). The same optimization procedure was
employed to obtain bλn . As some typical results for the slightest damage (severity I (β¼0.1)), Table 2 lists the estimated bλn at
different levels of SNR ranging from ∞ to 50 dB. It can be seen that with a decrease in SNR (severer noise), the estimated bλn
gradually deviates from that ascertained when SNR¼∞ (the case without any interference from measurement noise). The
SES diagrams for three arbitrarily selected scenarios when SNR¼75, 70 and 65 dB, respectively, are shown in Fig. 8 for
comparison. It can be seen that the proposed strategy can identify a fine crack (β¼0.1) under the influence of measurement
noise with a SNR over 70 dB. For a severer crack (severity II (β¼0.2) or III (β¼0.3)), the tolerance to noise can be even better,
as demonstrated in Fig. 9, in which the crack location can be recognized for severity II when SNR¼60 dB, and for severity III
when SNR¼50 dB. The multi-scale nature of the optimization defined by Eq. (22) empowers the approach with enhanced
robustness under noisy measurement conditions.

4.3.2. Flexibility in selection of effective scale intervals
As commented previously, the effective scale interval enables a multi-scale optimization for estimating λ* with enhanced

accuracy and reliability. Even when the selected interval is just a sub-interval of the full effective scale interval, the accuracy
and precision of the strategy would not be impaired phenomenally. Using a damage scenario (severity I when SNR¼120) as
an example, Table 3 lists the estimated λ* using sub-intervals, to observe that all the estimated λ* are still very close to that
when the full interval [s7, s30] was used. Such a trait renders twofold advantages to the MPDM: (i) appreciable tolerance to
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Fig. 7. MPDM-based characterization results (for severity I when SNR¼120 dB) with unbeknown material/geometric properties and boundary conditions:
(a) M−PEF; (b) λnM−PIF; (c)

dγnM−PF ; and (d) SES diagram.
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errors during selection of an effective scale interval; and (ii) reduction in calculation cost. Such a flexibility of the approach
in turn corroborates the vigorousness of the model.

4.3.3. Superiority over traditional methods
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy against traditional curvature-based and CWT-based methods

mentioned previously, the three detection methods were respectively employed to characterize two arbitrarily selected
damage cases (severity II (β¼0.2) when SNR¼65 dB; severity III (β¼0.3) when SNR¼55 dB). The characterization results are
shown in Figs. 10–12, respectively for three approaches. In Fig. 10, the curvatures of W(x) are unable to predict either of the
two scenarios due to the considerable interference from high-frequency measurement noise. In Fig. 11, the wavelet

Table 2

Estimated bλn under different levels of SNR using effective scale interval in multi-scale optimization.

SNR ∞ 120 100 90 80 70 60 50

bλn ½�10−4� 5.0437 5.0617 5.1031 5.1439 5.1664 5.2374 5.64219 6.1729
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scalograms of W(x) (using g5 as the mother wavelet, the same as that used in the MPDM) fails to locate the damage exactly
either, as a result of the influence arising from the low-frequency trend component in W(x) (a captured W(x) manifests
collective contributions from both a trend component in a lower-frequency band and a crack-induced local perturbation in a
higher-frequency band [38]). In contrast, using the proposed approach, the MPDM in Fig. 12 exactly points out the crack
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Fig. 9. Capacity of noise tolerance of MPDM-based characterization for (a) severity II when SNR¼60 dB; and (b) severity III when SNR¼50 dB.

Table 3

Estimated bλn using sub-intervals in multi-scale optimization (SNR¼120).

Sub-interval [s25, s30] [s20, s25] [s15, s20] [s17, s18]

bλn ½�10−4� 5.0675 5.0366 5.0490 5.0764

Note: Full effective scale interval: [s7, s30]; corresponding bλn : 5:0617� 10−4.
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Fig. 10. Characterization results using curvature-based method for (a) severity II when SNR¼65 dB; and (b) severity III when SNR¼55 dB.
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location. These results can be better understood in their corresponding SES diagrams in Fig. 13. Based on the above
comparison, conclusion can thus be drawn that the proposed method outperforms two major existing approaches.

5. Experimental validation

Effectiveness of the proposed damage characterization strategy was validated experimentally using a scanning laser
vibrometer (SLV). A structure containing an EBC fragment was prepared, shown in Fig. 14, assuming that the density and
modulus of elasticity of the EBC were unbeknown a priori. To demonstrate the independence of modeling of structural
boundary, the system was deliberately designed to feature irregular boundaries: one end being fixed and the other being
free with an irregular shape, with all dimensions indicated in the figure. A through-width crack, 1.2 mm long along the beam
span and 2 mm deep, was introduced to the EBC, 220 mm from the clamped end. An electromechanical shaker (B&Ks 4809)
was used to generate an out-of-plane (z-direction) mono-frequency excitation at 2 kHz at the location 25 mm from the free
end edge. Such an excitation frequency was selected in accordance with a spectrum analysis. The out-of-plane velocities at
all the measurement points along the central line of the beam (evenly distributed with a spacing interval of 2.6 mm) was
captured with an SLV (Polytecs PSV-400), which were then integrated to the out-of-plane displacement responses (i.e.,
W(ω)) using a FAST-SCAN function. Note that the velocity was acquired from the intact surface of the beam, opposite to
which lay the damage. The experiment setup is photographed in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 presents progressive convergence of the multi-scale optimization, to see that λ* converged and stabilized after ca.
12 iterations, at which bλn ¼ 7:3218� 10−3. The established MPDM is shown in Fig. 17(a–c) for M−PEF, bλnM−PIF and dγnM−PF ,

Fig. 11. Characterization results using CWT-based method for (a) severity II when SNR¼65 dB; and (b) severity III when SNR¼55 dB.

Fig. 12. Characterization results using MPDM-based method for (a) severity II when SNR¼65 dB; and (b) severity III when SNR¼55 dB.
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respectively, and the corresponding SES diagram in Fig. 17(d) upon determination of the effective scale interval for this case
being [s1, s10]. In Fig. 17(c) and (d), singularity due to the damage protrudes, noticeably highlighting the crack location
(223 mm from the clamped end), well matching the reality (220 mm).

6. Concluding remarks

A quantitative damage characterization strategy was established based on a multi-scale pseudo-force damage model
over a wavelet domain, which is empowered with the capability of tolerating the absence of prior knowledge on partial
material properties and structural parameters. Such an attribute of the approach allows robust damage characterization in
engineering practice in which it may be somewhat difficult or even impossible to acquire those prerequisite parameters
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Fig. 13. SES diagrams of the MPDM for (a) severity II when SNR¼65 dB; and (b) severity III when SNR¼55 dB.

Fig. 14. A structural system with irregular boundaries, containing an EBC with a through-width crack, for experimental validation.
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beforehand. Benefiting from the model which ‘locally’ examines perturbance to dynamic characteristics in a point-by-point
manner, this strategy is able to bypass major limitations of global vibration-based or local guided-wave-based damage
detection: it requires neither benchmark structures nor baseline signals; neither global models nor particular requirement
for additional excitation source as long as the structure undergoes steady vibration under its normal operation. Using the
approach, characterization of a fine crack in an EBC was conducted in both simulation and experiment without knowing
material properties, geometric features and boundary conditions beforehand. Results demonstrated the satisfactory
accuracy and robustness of the approach under noisy measurement conditions. Benefiting from the nature of local
examination, development philosophy of the model can be extended to different types of structural components such as
beam, plate or shell. It is noteworthy that the proposed approach can be vulnerable to measurement noise because of the
use of vibration features in the relatively low frequency range. To circumvent possible impact of ambient noise on the
accuracy of the approach, mono-scale optimization can be applied as a de-noising treatment. In addition, owing to the local
inspection nature, the approach can also be readily extended to the detection of multiple-damage within the same
inspection region, showing advantages over conventional global detection methods. Examination of the proposed approach
using more complex structures will be carried out in future study.

Fig. 15. Experimental setup for acquiring W(x) with an SLV from the intact beam surface (i.e., the surface opposite to which lay the damage).
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